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+441724858685 - http://www.atiyas.co.uk/

Here you can find the menu of Atiya's in North Lincolnshire. At the moment, there are 16 dishes and drinks on
the card. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What figsbury likes about Atiya's:

I was clearing a wall unit out and their menu fell onto the worktop. Decided to revisit. Just as good as before.
Crab puree. Lamb chops. Madras sambhar. Lamb ilachi. Pilau rice. The madras made my eyes water. Free

popadums and dip and salads Throughly recommended read more. What andrew3875 doesn't like about Atiya's:
Have patronised this take away for years the food is technically superior to others I've tried. Usually they deliver
earlier than promised and the food is hot and tasty. First order since they moved out of Donny Road. 90 mins to
deliver and the food was cool and average. Almost as if it came from a completely different place. Not what I'm

used to. Oh dear.. read more. Atiya's The accomplished Asian fusion cuisine will thrill you, the perfect balance
of familiar flavors and exciting new creations will amaze!, the restaurant provides also dishes from the European

environment. meals are prepared typically in the Asian style, Dishes are also prepared here, deliciously and
freshly with original Indian spices.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
WATER

Main�
FILLET

Mai� course�
CRAB

Sid� dishe�
PICKLES

Pakor� - Vorspeise�
PAKORA

Lam� & Hähnche�
KORMA

Picke� for Yo�
PILAU RICE

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY

India�
CHICKEN KORMA

CHICKEN DARTS

Ingredient� Use�
TRAVEL

CHICKEN

MEAT

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
LAMB

LAMB CHOPS

STEAK
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